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Welcome to the SSA Coastal Force Youth Soccer Academy!!! 

 

The Swansboro Soccer Association (SSA) Coastal Force Youth Academy mission is to 

develop the heart, mind, and body of our young athletes by developing their individual 

skills and knowledge with a dedicated and supportive staff that models what they 

teach/coach.  The Youth Academy Staff is fully committed to the development of our 

player’s love for the game and fundamental skill development as a player as well as 

skills on how to succeed in the game of life. 

What is the NCYSA/SSA Youth Academy?  The Youth Academy is “strictly” a Player 

Development Program which seeks to improve individual player skills, satisfaction and 

retention, and to build a less pressured and fun youth soccer environment for coaches, 

adult spectators, and match officials.  The U8 through U10 SSA Youth Academies are 

designed to teach the individual fundamental skills which are absolutely necessary to 

fully enjoy and compete in the sport of soccer.  These skills are best learned by 

providing clear examples through repetition, proper guidance/instruction and 

applying the self-discovery approach/method. 

The Academy serves as an instructional program for players ages U8 through U10 who 

are seeking a more structured environment than Recreational or Select/Challenge 

Soccer, but may not be ready for the competition, travel, and cost of associated with the 

Classic Soccer Program.  The Youth Academy consist of player pools in 3-4 different 

training groups depending on the number of participants, their skill level or age of those 

participants.  The player pools and/or training groups will be divided into teams for play 

during each Festival weekend.  Academy pool teams have the liberty of adjusting (up or 

down) their rosters as needed at each festival to ensure the proper level of competition 

is always achieved. 

The Youth Academy is designed to remove the results oriented, "must win at all cost" 

mentality associated with youth soccer and sports in general.  All Academy Festivals will 

be played without published or recorded scoring and equal playing time is guaranteed 

for all participants who attend training on a regular basis and maintain a good attitude 

and attendance throughout their tenure. 

All Academy Coaches are required to hold a United States Soccer Federation (USSF) 

age appropriate coaching qualifications/licenses that provide the knowledge and 

understanding of how children learn at different ages, stages, and curriculums that are 

developmentally appropriate for all children.  The Academy Coaching Staff is specially 

selected and trained to provide introduction to select soccer players in an environment 

conducive to learning and having FUN!  All Academy Coaches are hold either National 

or Regional Licenses. 
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Joining the Academy 

Players interested in the Academy Program must participate in an Open Academy 

Player Assessment.  Open assessments usually occur at the end of each Season (May 

and November time frame).  This is not a "tryout" process resulting in a player being 

cut; rather, it is an opportunity for players, parents, and coaches to assess the suitability 

of the program to the player's stage of development and to determine if Academy 

placement is suitable. 

 

Training Sessions 

Academy players train twice a week, usually Tuesday and Thursday’s for 90 minutes 

per session with emphasis on individual technical and tactical skills.  Training days will 

consist of pool training and/or match day team training.  Training day curriculums are 

subject to change based on the day’s attendance of players and current weather.   

In addition, throughout varying weekends mostly on Sunday’s the Academy may hold 

“free play”, the purpose of “free play” is to allow players the freedom to experiment, use 

tricks they learned, be creative and make their own decision in a fun and competitive 

environment without fear of failure.  The games are small sided format to maximize ball 

contact and development. 

The Youth Academy is a two season Program.  The Fall Season is from August-

November and the spring season is from February-June.  Players are expected to fulfill 

the commitment for BOTH seasons. 

 

Festivals, Showcase, Tournaments, and Travel 

Festival days will consist of two matches or more per day for each player and will be 

played at either our Home fields or as away games with other Youth Academy Clubs. 

Match days are called “Festivals” and usually consist of 2 or more Youth Academy 

Clubs coming together and playing matches with the intent of all players being exposed 

to groups of different abilities.  The rating system we use is A through C, “A” being the 

most developed players and “C” being the players in the process of development. 

There will be times during the Seasons in which other Academies participating in a 

Festival will not have certain age groups (U8, U9, and U10s) available for play.  In these 

instances, the other Academies will form/adjust Teams according to their level of play to 

assist those Academies by providing teams for play.  
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For away Festivals, all Academy teams will travel to other Youth Academy Soccer 

Associations (Clinton, Wilson, Pitt-Greenville, Goldsboro, New Bern, Fayetteville, Rocky 

Mount, Morehead City, Wilmington, etc…) to play matches.  Festival day teams will be 

selected based on our scheduled opponent(s), strengths, weaknesses, and/or age 

group.  This will allow our staff to ensure that an appropriately competitive match is 

always scheduled. 

Our Academy Fall 2016 schedule (Appendix “E”) contains all the Academies we will be 

participating with as well as when or if we will be home or away.  Additionally, the actual 

player’s rosters, times, field address, and field #s will be provided to all via email and 

also will be posted on the Academy’s Facebook page.  The hosting Academy, provides 

the Festival information on the Monday of the same week of the Festival.  From time to 

time, the information may be delayed due to conflicts and awaiting concurrence from the 

other Academies participating in the Festival. 

At the conclusion of each Academy Spring and Fall season, all the Academy teams 

participate in the NCYSA Academy Showcase.  The Academy Showcase is a massive 

festival in which all of the Academies across NC participate.  The Academy Showcase 

does require overnight lodging.  Academy teams may also participate in “1” competitive 

tournament, sanctioned by NCYSA usually towards the end of each season. 

It is the responsibility of the player’s parents to arrange transportation to all away 

Festivals, Showcases and Tournaments. 

  

Academy Dues 

There are two types of Dues, the Club Dues and the Academy Dues.  These Dues will 

be discussed further with the SSA Registrar, Academy Director and the Academy 

Administrative Manager. 

The Academy Dues, a financial contract is required to be signed.  Appendix “B” 

provides the Academy Financial Contract which requires completion prior to the 

beginning of the 1st Official training session of the Season.  Families are encourage to 

pay in advance for the entire Season, this is the best practice commonly used by most 

Academy families. 

Players and their families are responsible for their own monthly Dues, Uniforms, Travel 

costs, and Tournament costs. 
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Academy Uniforms 

Academy player’s jersey numbers are assigned by the roster order they assessed on, 

this process is very easy to follow and it prevents from having two of the same numbers 

assigned, just another way to help simplify this task.  Uniforms are ordered through 

Sport shack, this is a very easy process, the Academy Administrative Manager will 

coordinate the initial issue of the uniforms, if additional orders are required, and it will be 

the responsibility of the families to employ the re-ordering process.  The Academy 

Director will provide the type of kit to order in advance prior to the beginning of each 

season. 

 

Player’s End of Season Evaluation 

Each player will receive his/her own player written evaluation at the end of each Season 

(Spring and Fall).  The evaluation is intended to give the players guidance on what they 

need to work and focus on to help them improve and naturally enjoy the game more as 

each player progresses.  Continuous evaluations are provided to all players on a one-

on-one basis during training sessions and matches.  For an example of the Player’s End 

of Season Evaluation see Appendix “A”. 

 

Player’s Match day Evaluation 

During each Festival, all players will be evaluated individually.  Appendix “F” is a great 

tool we use to take notes on each player as they play their actual matches.  This tool 

allows us to track and see their overall improvement from the first match of the season 

until the last day match of the season.  Notes taken are related to but not 

limited/focused to one particular area.  As an example, notes will be based on:  First 

touch, head up and on the swivel, spatial awareness, which foot to use how and when, 

decisions made, communication, etc…  These notes are very important to us in the 

development of future training activities that will focus on deficiencies as well as 

strengths as a whole. 

 

Player Rules and Responsibilities 

Each Academy player is required to read and acknowledge their specific Rules and 

Responsibilities.  We believe giving each player a choice to make on their own; we want 

to empower each of them to always make the most appropriate decision on the pitch 
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just as well as in life.  Understanding what is required of them not just as a soccer 

player but as a person will help us build an all-around individual citizen of our 

community.  Appendix “C” needs to be turn-in to the Academy Director prior to the 

beginning of the 1st Official training session of the Season. 

 

Player Self-Assessments 

It is very critical to understand the youth player inside and outside.  To better 

understand how a player thinks and understands the game, we need to know what they 

see, how they see, and how they understand the game on their own terms.  Each player 

will take an Initial and End of Season Self-Assessment, this is a great tool for the 

Coaches and evaluators to understand each player’s understanding and how they see 

themselves throughout their stay in the Academy Program.  Appendix “D” contains the 

Player Self-Assessment form each Academy player will complete. 

 

Parent’s Responsibilities 

 Support the Coaches, players, and the Academy Program in creating a “fun” and 

“positive” environment where your player(s) can grow as soccer players and 

individuals without the pressure of game day results. 

 Ensure your player attends all training sessions, matches, and Academy related 

functions. 

 Agree to pay all Club and Academy Fees/Dues on time and in full. 

 Make sure your player is not left alone during any training session and is picked 

up promptly at the end of each training session. 

 Inform the Academy Staff in advance if your player is unable to attend a training 

session and/or festivals. 

 There are times where Coaches make decisions and players are given well 

thought-out instructions that parents may not agree with.  In this event, parents 

must conduct themselves in a manner that is supportive of the Academy 

Program.  Such disagreements should never be expressed aloud in front of 

players and other parents.  You are very welcome to contact the Academy 

Director at an appropriate time. 
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Sideline Coaching 

We want you to encourage your player as it is important to their psychological 
development.  We appreciate your enthusiasm in supporting your player during his or 
her training session and matches but we would like to remind you that this should not 
include coaching your child from the "touchlines or anywhere else on the 
pitch." Coaching by parents from the (spectator’s) touchline will directly interfere with 
instructions or directions the Coach has given the player and team and will lead to 
confusion and split allegiances for the player. Please do not shout for your child to “kick-
it, shoot, boot or clear” the ball or to “charge” the opponent, and do not support those 
type of actions with clapping and cheering when they do occur.  Please refrain from this 
and trust our judgment.  Most important, we want the players to solve problems by 
themselves, this is their game. 
 

 Parents should conduct themselves in a positive manner on the sidelines at “all 

times”. 

 Verbal abuse of any kind will “NOT” be tolerated towards anyone (other parents, 

referees, coaches, players). 

 You will be held responsible for the actions of your guests.  Please ensure that 

they follow our rules. 

 Do not give instructions during a game.  All instruction is to be given by the 

Coaches only.  Although well intentioned, “Go”, “Send the ball”, “Shoot”, etc… 

should not be yelled during the match.  It is important that players not be 

distracted at training sessions and during matches by listening to multiple 

instructions from the touchlines. 

 Support through positive encouragement is welcomed after day of play.  The 

players love it when they hear positive comments from the touchlines.  Be their 

biggest fan! 

Following is a list of technical and tactical parts of a match for parents to look for 
and cheer during their player’s soccer matches:   

 Look for the team switching the field, moving the ball from one side of the field to 
the other using two or more passes. 
 

 Look for players making runs into spaces to provide passing options to the ball 
carrier. 

 

 Look for players making diagonal runs for each other on the field. 
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 Look for players having a good first touch that moves the ball into space, away 
from the opponent when receiving the ball. 

 

 Look for the players controlling the ball rather than "blasting" it away down field 
with the first touch. 

 

 Look for players getting goal side of the opponents when on defense. 
 

 Look for players being composed and calm, especially when on defense. 
 

 Look for players taking the ball away from pressure to find a different direction in 
which to control and move the ball. 

 

 Look for players "keeping it simple" and playing the ball in the direction they are 
facing. 

 

 Look for players not turning with the ball into an onrushing opponent. 
 

 Look for players talking and communicating on the field. 
 

 Look for defenders stepping up to support the forwards. 
 

 Look for shots that are on target. 
 

 Look for players anticipating situations and being proactive instead of reactive. 
 

 Look for players making quick decisions with the ball and without.  
 

If parents begin coaching from the touchlines or anywhere else around the field of play 
during a match or training session, the Coach will ask for the match to be suspended 
and ask to stop the parent coaching before recommencing the match. 
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The following is additional information that is required to be shared with the 

Parents.  This information can be found in the North Carolina Youth Soccer 

Association (NCYSA) Website.  It is highly encourage reviewing this document in 

its entirety. 

PARENTS: What can parents do to make the game of soccer more enjoyable for their 

children and other people's kids, too? 

1. Be knowledgeable of the game. 

2. Encourage fair play at home. 

3. Be supportive; i.e. be sure the player attends practices; pick him/her up on time. 

4. Attend games. 

5. Be positive or quiet at games. 

6. Be respectful; expect your own children to be respectful. 

7. Focus on good nutrition. 

8. Volunteer to help the coach. 

9. Become a referee. 

10. Play the game of soccer. 

11. Be calm and have good manners. 

12. Support the coach's and referee's decisions. 

13. Encourage communication between coach and parent. 

14. Ask your own children to describe his/her role, what new skills have been learned. 

15. Watch practices; focus on new strategies 

16. Find soccer videos, watch them with children. 

17. Concentrate on praising other people's children during games. 

18. Read newspaper articles about older soccer player's successes; provide models for 

your own children. 
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The Following is the NCSYA Youth Academy Program Rules.   

NORTH CAROLINA YOUTH SOCCER ASSOCIATION 
NCYSA YOUTH ACADEMY PROGRAM RULES 

 
Philosophy 
 

"True player development focuses on the development of the player, not the 
development of the team! Up to age 12, this should be the only criteria used in 

designing and running youth soccer programs.” Ron Quinn, leading contributor 
US Youth Soccer Programming More than 73% of all kids who play organized 

youth sports end up quitting by the time they reach the age of 13 
(Time Magazine, July 12, 1999) 

 
The major two reasons children give up sport: 

1. It’s no longer fun 
2. It’s too competitive/too much pressure 

 
Mission 
 
Associations must be empowered to provide a variety of programming options for their  
players. The NCYSA Youth Academy Program philosophy is to emphasize player  
development over team development and focus on the technical development of each 
child without the pressures of short-term wins/losses/results.  
 
General 
 
1. The NCYSA Youth Academy Program will be offered for the TRUE U8 - U12  
PLAYER Age Groups. 
 
2. In addition to these NCYSA Youth Academy Program Rules, the rules and policies of  
NCYSA, and USYSA are applicable. 
 
3. Associations must notify/apply to implement and participate in the NCYSA Youth  
Academy Program based on the rules herein. 
 
4. (A) A NCYSA Youth Academy Committee would be created for the governance of the  
NCYSA Youth Academy Program. Subject to the NCYSA Executive Board, the  
NCYSA Youth Academy Committee will accept associations to participate in the  
program upon determining compliance with these rules. The committee may apply  
sanctions if an association fails to meet the criteria listed in these guidelines or  
intentionally violates them. 
 
   (B) The NCYSA Youth Academy Committee would be comprised of the NCYSA VP  
for Player Development, the NCYSA State Technical Director of Coaching and  
members selected by NCYSA Executive Board. 
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Associations 
 
5. Associations will be accepted for participation in the NC Youth Soccer Academy for a  
period of two (2) seasonal years. They must participate for the full year (fall and  
spring seasons). Associations must re-apply for acceptance every two (2) seasonal  
years. 
 
6. (A) Each association must appoint an NCYSA Youth Academy Director who holds a  
National Youth License. Each NCYSA Youth Academy Director will have a period of  
two (2) years to obtain the National Youth License. The NCYSA Youth Academy 
Director acts as the liaison between the local academy and the NC Youth Soccer  
Academy Committee. The NCYSA Youth Academy Director must be in charge of all  
aspects of the Program, including, but not limited to, the establishment of training  
priorities, player admittance policy, coaching and administrative staff, selection and  
scheduling. Subject to the jurisdiction of the association’s board of directors and  
president. 
 
    (B) NCYSA will coordinate “NCYSA Youth Academy Liaisons” who are certified with  
the National Youth License and will provide assistance to those associations needing  
help in curriculum planning and development etc. There will be an “NCYSA Youth  
Academy Liaison” in every district of the state as outlined in the NCYSA Recreation  
District’s to provide assistance.  
 
7. Staff working with NCYSA Youth Academy Programs must hold: 

a. The Youth II Module qualification designed for working with the true U8-U10  
players. They will have a period of one (1) year to obtain the Youth II Module  
qualification. 

b. The “E” license or higher qualification in order to work with U11 & U12  
players. They will have a period of one (1) year to obtain the “E” License  
qualification. 

c. ONLY Approved NCYSA Risk Managed adults can work with the players. 
 

8. Associations must administer a NCYSA Youth Academy Parent Education Program  
in accordance with the NCYSA Youth Academy philosophy established by the  
NCYSA Youth Academy Committee. 
   
9. Each association must have an established yearly curriculum for its NCYSA Youth  
Academy program that must be submitted to the NCYSA Director of Coaching on a  
date set by NCYSA. Help in creating a NCYSA Youth Academy curriculum will be  
provided by NCYSA Director of Coaching, the local “NCYSA Youth Academy 
Liaison,” and the NCYSA Youth Academy Committee. 
  
10. Each association will be required to have its representatives attend two seasonal  
scheduling meetings: one for the fall season and one for the spring season.  
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Players 
 
11. Players must be registered with the NCYSA. The cost would be $26.00 per player. 
 
12. Associations may have a NCYSA Youth Academy Program, a Challenge Program  
and a Recreational Program, but a player registered in NCYSA Youth Academy may  
not participate/register in Recreation, Challenge, or Classic. They must choose to  
participate in one or the other. 
  
13. All players within an association’s NCYSA Youth Academy Program will be 
registered directly to the Academy pool with their association and will not be assigned to 
a specific team. 
 
14. As per USYS Guidelines players are eligible for the NCYSA Youth Academy 
Program: 

a. True U8 - U12 player only. 
1. Players are registered to a Club Academy Pass. 
2. Players may be assigned to teams on a game to game basis. 
3. Players can participate in Non-Academy (outside) tournaments but 
must follow the NCYSA/Association’s tournament rules. 
 

15. Players in match attendance should play a minimum of one half of each match and  
preferably more. 
 
16. Each player will receive a minimum two written evaluations per year from their  
association’s NCYSA Youth Academy that is approved by the NCYSA Youth  
Academy director; one in the second half of the fall season and one in the second  
half of the spring season. 
 
Matches   
 
17. It is recommended that games follow the USYS Modified Rules for small sided  
games (8v8 – 7 field players and 1 goalkeeper; U12). 
 
Law 1 – The Field of Play 
Dimensions: The field of play must be rectangular. The length of the touchline must be 
greater than the length of the goal line.4 
        Length: minimum 70 yards maximum 80 yards 
        Width: minimum 45 yards maximum 55 yards 
 
Field Markings: Distinctive lines not more than (5) inches wide. The field of play is 
divided into two halves by a halfway line. The center mark is indicated at the midpoint of 
the halfway line. A circle with a radius of eight (8) yards is marked around it. 
The Goal area: Conform to FIFA. 
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The Penalty Area: A penalty area is defined at each end of the field as follows: Two 
lines are drawn at right angles to the goal line, ten (10) yards from the inside of each 
goalpost. These lines extend into the field of play for a distance of ten (10) yards and 
are joined by a line drawn parallel with the goal line. The area bounded by these lines 
and the goal line is the penalty area. Within each penalty area a penalty mark is made 
eight (8) yards from the midpoint between the goalposts and equidistant to them. An arc 
of a circle with a radius of eight (8) yards from each penalty mark is drawn outside the 
penalty area. 
 
Flag posts: Conform to FIFA. 
 
The Corner Arc: Conform to FIFA. 
 
Goals: Goals must be placed on the center of each goal line. They consist of two 
upright posts equidistant from the corner flag posts and joined at the top by a horizontal 
crossbar.  The maximum distance between the posts is twenty-one (21) feet and the 
maximum distance from the lower edge of the crossbar to the ground is seven (7) feet. 
 
18. It is recommended that games follow the USYS Modified Rules for small sided  
games.  (6v6 – 5 field players and 1 goalkeeper; U10) 
 
Law 1 – The Field of Play 
Dimensions: The field of play must be rectangular. The length of the touchline must be 
greater than the length of the goal line. 
         Length: minimum 45 yards maximum 60 yards 

Width: minimum 35 yards maximum 45 yards 
 

Field Markings: Distinctive lines not more than (5) inches wide. The field of play is 
divided into two halves by a halfway line. The center mark is indicated at the midpoint of 
the halfway line. A circle with a radius of eight (8) yards is marked around it. 
 
The Goal area: Conform to FIFA. 
 
The Penalty Area: A penalty area is defined at each end of the field as follows: Two 
lines are drawn at right angles to the goal line, ten (10) yards from the inside of each 
goalpost. These lines extend into the field of play for a distance of ten (10) yards and 
are joined by a line drawn parallel with the goal line. The area bounded by these lines 
and the goal line is the penalty area. Within each penalty area a penalty mark is made 
eight (8) yards from the midpoint between the goalposts and equidistant to them. An arc 
of a circle with a radius of eight (8) yards from each penalty mark is drawn outside the 
penalty area. 
 
Flag posts: Conform to FIFA. 
 
The Corner Arc: Conform to FIFA. 
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Goals: Goals must be placed on the center of each goal line. They consist of two 
upright posts equidistant from the corner flag posts and joined at the top by a horizontal 
crossbar. The maximum distance between the posts is eighteen (18) feet and the 
maximum distance from the lower edge of the crossbar to the ground is six (6) feet. 
 
19. NCYSA, through the scheduling meetings, will help facilitate the scheduling of the  
NCYSA Youth Academy Program. NCYSA will help provide oversight to schedule  
matches so   that all NCYSA Youth Academy Programs obtain a minimum number of  
matches. 
 
20. Matches will be in the form of NCYSA Youth Academy games with NO published  
scores or standings. 
 
21. It is recommended that an NCYSA Youth Academy player may not play more than  
100 minutes in one day. 
  
22. Player Passes must be at the competition site. 
 
23. Team Travel and Tournaments: 

i. It is recommended that NC Youth Academies do not participate in  
any elimination bracket tournaments. It is recommended that they participate in 
showcases. 
 
24. Players who are enrolled in a NCYSA Youth Academy Program cannot participate 
on any Recreational, Challenge, or Classic team as guest players. 
 
25. NCYSA will help facilitate regional NCYSA Youth Academy showcases during the 
fall and spring. 
  
The following amendments were made to Team Travel and Tournaments  
(February 24, 2009) by the NCYSA Youth Academy Committee: 
 
26. a) Each association would be required to attend the Fall and Spring NCYSA Youth  
Academy Showcase Events.  These events are part of a bid process  
      b) Each association would be allowed to attend one (1) competitive tournament 
each season, excluding one tournament hosted by their home association. 
The following amendments were made to Academy Rules, Tournaments, and  
the NCYSA Academy Showcase (December 5, 2012) by the NCYSA Youth  
Academy Directors.  These would only apply to the U9 Fall Season. 
 
27. On a goal kick all players for the opposing team need to be at midfield before the 
kick is taken. Once the kick is taken the players from the opposing team can play. 
 
28. On a goal keeper save (through the run of play) the players on the opposing team,   
need to permit the goalkeeper to play the ball wide to their teammates before they       
can intercept the ball 
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Referees 
 
29. The hosting association is responsible for providing officials for each Inter- NCYSA  
Youth Academy match. 
  
30. Inter- NCYSA Youth Academy matches will be assigned one center referee and two  
assistant referees (per USYS Rules). 
 
31. Referee fees based on a consensus agreement of the participating associations for 
NCYSA Youth Academy at the scheduling meeting, the referee fee for NCYSA Youth  
Academy will be a minimum of $28 for the CR and $15 for the AR.   
Training 
 
32. Each association will provide its players, as part of the association’s NCYSA Youth  
Academy Program, with a maximum of three (3) training opportunities per week. 
  
33. Training should be conducted in a pool training format - not with specific teams. 
Strategic Planning & Development 
 
34.  Explore growth of bi-monthly showcases to allow for different competition and to 
help scheduling. 
 
35. Creation of NCYSA Youth Academy Manual for policy, questions etc 
 
Academy Assessment 
 
36. “Assessment” or “Evaluations” NOT tryouts are the terms to use when selecting 
players for the Academy program.  Please be sure your association uses this verbiage 
when the tryout window opens after state cups.  Before state cups, you may ONLY 
assess registered players from YOUR association.  The first Monday after state cup 
finals, you may have open assessments during the recruitment window. 
 

NCYSA Youth Academy Tournament Rules/Guidelines 
 

Academy Pool:  A player pool of (X) number of players, true U8-U10 & U11-U12, 
which form teams and play matches with focus on technical development.  No  
scoring, standings, wins/losses are recorded.  Academy players may not be  
registered with any other level of play. 
 

NCYSA Youth Academy Rules 
 

1. The rules and policies of NCYSA, and USYS are applicable for tournaments, in 
accordance with the NCYSA Youth Academy Program Rules and USYS Modified 
Rules. 
 
2. Players must be registered with NCYSA/USYS. 
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3. Only players that are true U8 thru U12 as per USYS Guidelines are eligible. 
 
4. Tournament play should follow the USYS Modified Rules for small sided games. 
 
5. Players who are enrolled in an NCYSA Youth Academy Program cannot participate 
on any Recreational, Challenge, or Classic team as guest players. 
 
6. It is recommended that players in match attendance should play a minimum of one 
half of each match and preferably more. 

 
Tournament Registration for NCYSA Youth Academy 

 
It is the responsibility of the Association to file the tournament application form for all 
NCYSA Youth Academy players to a tournament.  The Association could be subjected 
to a per team entry fee that will be determined by the Tournament Host Association. 
The following credentials must be presented and checked at tournament registration: 
 
• NCYSA Official Academy Pool Match Roster (Red Stamped) It is strongly 
recommended by NCYSA not to provide the NCYSA Official Roster which includes all 
player information.  This NCYSA Official Match Roster is generated by NCYSA and red 
stamped. 
 
• Laminated Player Passes with pictures. 
 
• Medical Wavers 
 

Tournament Play for NCYSA Youth Academy 
 

1. The official NCYSA Youth Academy Pool Match Roster will be used as follows: 
 

• Presented before each scheduled game. 
 

• The maximum of 12 participating players should be highlighted on each  
official NCYSA Match roster. 
 

• NCYSA player passes will be presented to coincide with the roster. 
 

• Medical waiver forms should be at the field of play. 
 

2. For a U10 Academy Division:  Tournament division play is limited to Academy  
“teams” only.  Academy teams will play in a separate division.  No other “level of  
play” may be combined with Academy teams or their brackets. 
 
3. For a U12 Academy Division:  Tournament division play is limited to Academy  
“teams” only.  Academy teams will play in a separate division.  No other “level of  
play” may be combined with Academy teams or their brackets. 
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4. It is recommended that Academy teams not participate in any elimination bracket, but 
could participate in a Festival format. 
 
5. Matches will be in the format of Academy league play with NO published scores or 
standings. 
 
6. Matches will have NO Champions or winners.  It is up to the tournament’s discretion 
to provide “gifts” or “participation tokens” to all players from all teams.  These items are  
recommended to be the same. 
 
7. It is recommended that an Academy player may not play more than 100 minutes in 
one day.  
 
8. Matches will be assigned one certified NCYSA referee (per USYS Rules).  Referee 
fees will be the same as for age appropriate Challenge level teams. 
 
9. Ball size:  4 
Roster size:  Maximum 12 
Duration of the Match:  Two 25 minute halves with half-time interval of 5 minutes 
Offside: None 
Substitutions: (Consistent with league play.  See below.) 
NCYSA EXCEPTION: THAT THE SUBSTITUTION POLICY FOR AGE GROUPS 
PLAYING SMALL-SIDED GAMES CONFORM TO FIFA, BUT WITH UNLIMITED 
SUBSTITUTIONS, AS ADOPTED BY NCYSA. PASSED BY CHALLENGE COUNCIL 
6/11/2005 
 
THE FOLLOWING IS TAKEN FROM THE NCYSA RULES, AS REFERRED TO IN THE  
ABOVE EXCEPTION: 
 
During Classic and Challenge games, players may be substituted only during a 
stoppage of the game (FIFA Law III, International Board decision #6, and Law *X 
paragraph [a] and [b], the number of substitutions shall be unlimited unless the rules of 
a competition superseding the jurisdiction of this association specifically determine 
otherwise.) Substitutions may be made, with the approval of the referee, at the following 
times: A) Prior to a throw-in, by the team in possession B) Prior to a goal kick, by either 
team C) After an injury, by either team D) At half-time [taken from North Carolina Youth 
Soccer Association Rules: Section 7, Rule 5] 
 
These would only apply to the U9 Fall Season or as applied by the Academies. 
 
10. On a goal kick all players for the opposing team need to be at midfield before the 
kick is taken. Once the kick is taken the players from the opposing team can play. 
 
11. On a goal keeper save (through the run of play) the players on the opposing team, 
need to permit the goalkeeper to play the ball wide to their teammates before they can 
intercept the ball. 
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Point of Contact: 

SSA Academy Director Raul “Eric” Cardenas @ cardenasraule@yahoo.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:cardenasraule@yahoo.com
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STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING (SOU) 
 

I have read the SSA Coastal Force Youth Academy Welcome Aboard package in its 

entirety and the North Carolina Youth Soccer Association (NCYSA) regulations, I 

ACKNOWLEDGE the complete understanding of this document, my responsibilities, 

financial contract and the rules and regulations that governs this Academy Program. 

I also understand that Academy players may not guest play or be multi-roster for any 

Classic, Select/Challenge, or Recreation Team as long as they are registered as a 

NCYSA Academy player. 

I also understand that I must return this SOU to the SSA Coastal Force Academy 

Director before the 1st Official day of Training. 

 

Parent’s Name (Please print): __________________________________ 

 

Parent’s Signature:   __________________________________ 

 

Date:     __________________________________ 

 

“Return completed SOU to the SSA Coastal Force Youth Academy Director” 
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Appendix “A” 
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RATINGS:

Ball Control Defending

Dribbling Support

Passing Positioning

Reading Field Vision

Tackling Communication
Shooting Pressure

Dominant Foot
Weak Foot

Power Composure

Speed Concentration

Agility/Balance Attitude

Coordination Commitment
Endurance Leadership

Quickness

TACTICAL

PHYSICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL

Comments:  

1 = Needs Improvement

2 = Average

3 = Good

4 = Very Good

5 = Excellent

TECHNICAL

SOCCER ACADEMY

PLAYER EVALUATION
TYPE OF EVALUATION:  Mid-Season Fall 2016

PLAYER NAME:  Landon Donovan

EVALUATORS:  SIGNATURE:   Raul E. Cardenas

 

Appendix “A” 
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Appendix “B” 
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Appendix “B” (part II) 
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Appendix “C” 
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Appendix “C” (part II) 
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Appendix “D” 
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Appendix “E” 
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Appendix “F” 


